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The University of Dayton 
ARE WE ALL CAPTIVES 
OF TIME, ASKS UD ASTRONOMER 
DAYTON, Ohio-- Does anybody really know what time it is? 
News Release 
·March 30, 1992 
Contact: Dick Kubik 
This question will be asked countless times as the nation switches to Daylight Saving 
Time at 2 a.m. this coming Sunday (April 5). 
And as most everyone knows, clocks should be advanced one hour at that time. 
Simple, right? 
But not so simple, says a University of Dayton astronomer. "It all depends upon 
your reference frame," explains Richard S. Harmer, associate professor of mechanical and 
aerospace-engineering. 
"Time is relative. Some people may say it's 11:30 a.m., for example. Someone else 
may say it's springtime. Others may say it's dinnertime. And so forth." 
We can blame some of the confusion on the invention of mechanical clocks. The 
use of accurate clocks made it apparent that the actual length of time in a solar day is not 
constant. Clock time does not take into account the non-uniform motion of the earth, so an 
imaginary time was developed, giving each day an equal length of 24 hours to compensate. 
In 1883, time zones were developed in which all areas in a given zone had the same time. 
This is known as standard time. Thus Ohio is in the Eastern Time Zone, while illinois, for 
example, is in the Central Time Zone. 
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Astronomers use a time based upon the stars, called Sidereal Time. World travelers 
have to remember to change days when they cross the International Date Line. 
Daylight Saving Time was created during World War I to save energy. 
"The thought was," says Harmer, "that if there were longer hours in the evening, less 
coal would be consumed since people would be going to sleep fewer hours into the night, 
thus lowering the temperature of their homes. During World War II, Daylight Saving Time 
was in effect both winter and summer and in England, DST was doubled to two hours in the 
winter and one in the summer." 
· Current Daylight Saving_~ Time in the U.S. is governed by The Uniform Time Act of 
1966, as amended in 1986 by Public Law 99-359. Still, many are confused though they try 
to remember to "spring forward, fall back" with their clocks each spring and autumn. 
As for what time really is, Harmer offers one of his favorite quotations. 
"I don't recall who first said it, but in answer to the question, what is time, the 
answer was .. .it's simply a device created by man to prevent everything from happening at 
once." 
In any case, remember to move your clocks ahead one hour this coming Sunday. 
Unless you live in certain sections of Indiana ... 
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